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Practical Magic
VIDEO SUMMARY



Practical Magic
Video 1:

Shows how you experience your own magic when you work with the  
content of this course

Alchemy is the process of transforming something common into something special

Ability to turn something into more than it actually is

Process that we all undergo while we’re in this course

Start to view the world through a very different lens

Start to experience the world as a magical place

Start to have expectations that the world is going to be magical and it responds to you

Life takes on an element of magic that you sense, and see, but can’t explain  
because you feel it rather than intellectualizing it

Becomes more common for you as you keep working with the Oracle Cards

Symbolism affects the mind which trains the Soul and then the Soul communicates 
better with the Universe, consequently making things easier

The more you use Oracle Cards, the more you answer the questions, the more the 
relationship becomes amazing and you see it reflected in the external world

When there’s focused attention and intention, the synchronicities and epiphanies start 
happening in ways expected and unexpected

Going to bump up against internal dialogues that keep us in the familiar, reactive state
Part of the initiation process

Learn to be comfortable with the uncomfortable initiation that we all go through, 
without judgment
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Consciousness gets affected by the symbols because it starts to recognize them

We’re taught not to recognize Universal archetypes and symbols so lays dormant

Symbols and archetypes are used to stimulate the relationship you have with  
Spirit and the Conscious Universe

Every time you look at the symbolism in the cards, recognizing the symbolism in daily 
life, you’re becoming more awakened

Dormant language that’s in all of us comes alive

Alchemy of ‘us’

Consciousness alters and becomes more active e.g. more vivid dreams

Example of caterpillar and butterfly - imaginal cells that wake up to trigger the death  
of aspects of the caterpillar so it can transform into a butterfly

You become the imaginal cell, going through a change and transformation that’s 
uncomfortable, showing you what needs to go

‘Show me the parts in me that aren’t working in my favor so that I can transform them’

You become the alchemist when you make the choice and become the one who 
transforms consciously and deliberately

The magic and experience you have with the magic, as well as the Oracle Cards,  
is not linear

Allow yourself to be loose with the process and stay in curiosity, letting  
go of expectations

Your epiphanies and biggest pieces of magic can come to you through unusual sources

Keep doing what you’re learning in the course and you’ll see some amazing things
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
THIS VIDEO TALKED ABOUT ALCHEMY AND 
HOW WE DEVELOP OUR INTUITION THROUGH 
IMAGES. THE PROCESS STARTS TO TRAIN YOUR 
UNCONSCIOUS TO RECOGNIZE A LANGUAGE 
THAT’S BEEN DORMANT.

The external world comes alive. Initiation process is uncomfortable. 
You become the alchemist. You, Conscious Universe, Oracle Cards 
and external world become a great Oracle. 

IT’S IMPORTANT TO LET GO OF EXPECTATIONS 
AND ATTACHMENT TO A FORM.
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